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Spoilt’ us
Pitt sets
records for SJSU
baseball team

SaberCats football
game features
4 SJSU alumni

See page 5...
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Suspect arrested for campus garage shooting
By Blair Whitney
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Since the March 17 post-concert
shooting in the Seventh Street garage,
police have been trying to find out who
did it, and why did it happen at San
Jose State University.
That search for answers led police to
a gang in Watsonville Friday, where
search and arrest warrants were
served and a suspect in the shooting

was arrested, said UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe.
The suspect, 20-year-old George
Mendoza, was served an arrest warrant
for attempted murder and taken into
custody Friday morning.
A California State University police
press release stated a joint investigation following the shooting, determined
the shooter to be a member of a gang
located in the city of Watsonville.
The joint investigation was conduct-

ed by the California Attorney General,
Department of Justice Violence
Suppression Unit and University Police.
Seventy law enforcement officers
from 11 agencies conducted the joint
operation that led to the arrest. After a
raid at five different locations in
Watsonville, four search warrants and
one arrest warrant were served.
In addition to Mendoza’s arrest on
the shooting charges, two individuals

were detained on parole violations. In
the search, police seized tliree firearms
and a small amount of narcotics, and
recovered stolen property, Lowe said.
Lowe said the arrest was, "our
attempt to put closure on the March 17
attempted murder, and move forward."
The March 17 concert drew people
from Gilroy and Watsonville, Lowe said.
The Watsonville gang, which investigators tied Mendoza to, is variously

known as the Loco Park Street Gang
and River Rats. The gang has a history
of violence against the people of
Watsonville, Lowe said.
On the night of the shooting, a physical confrontation occurred between two
groups outside the Seventh Street
garage, stated the UPD press release.
After the confrontation, 18-year-old
Jose Adame returned to his car where
See Arrest, page 6

Theroux
visits
campus
’Mosquito Coast’
author speaks
By Nora Profit Ross
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

He calls himself "a bespectacled middle-aged writer" who is
"just a simple fellow, walking
around the world, grinning like
a dog, collecting fatuous details
to amuse myself."
This not-so-simple fellow,
a native New Englander, is
the renowned novelist and
world traveler Paul Theroux, the author of "The
Mosquito Coast," "0-Zone,"
"Milroy the Magician," "The
Great Railway Bazaar," and
24 other books covering the
genres of travel writing, novels,
short stories and children’s
books.
The Center for Literary Arts’
1994-95 Major Authors Series
moderated by Alan Soldofsky,
the center’s director, ended the
series with a "Conversation
with Paul Theroux."
Wearing dark horned-rimmed
glasses, a heather-green tweed
jacket, and a pair of sturdy
black walking shoes with thick
black rubber soles, Theroux
spoke to a crowd of a hundred.
He talked about his books, his
travel experiences, and his
views of life as a writer.
Theroux, who said he’s been
just about everywhere on the
globe, has traveled to countries
such as Angola, Vietnam, Bora
Bora, Albania, Mongolia, the
Solomon Islands, New Guinea
and Mozambique.
He has traveled more widely
than almost any other writer of
his generation, Soldofsky said.
"I started traveling because
I wanted to get away from
home. I thought it would be
See Theroux, page 8

LEFT A young
parade goer
wave; a
Mexican flag
to show support for the
marching
members of
La Escolta De
La Bandera
Mexicana
group during
the Cinco de
Mayo parade
on Santa Clara
Street Sunday
LEFT. Two members of La
Escolta De La Bandera
Mexscana group prepare to
lead the other members
through the Cinco de Mayo
parade on Santa Clara
Street Sunday The group
ecelyed cheers for waving
Mexican flag and
arning ’Viva Mexico!’
while marching.

’Viva
Mexico!’
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Beijing to scatter female delegates
Chinese officials change terms of 4th U.N. Conference on Women
By Linda Taaffe

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

When Katherine Bock and
Cherri Gomez were chosen to
attend the women’s conference
in Beijing this August, they
never Imagined the Chinese
government would isolate them
In a small, dusty outpost an
hour from the convention.
These two Women Resource
Center employees are attending
the Fourth U.N. World Conference on Women in a large
part because the Associated
Students granted them $5,487.90
to cover their travel expenses.
The conference will bring
together women from 185 countries to discuss issues that affect
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them. But rather than uniting
women, the Chinese government plans to scatter them.
Chinese leaders are worried
the expected 5,000 reporters and
30,000 women, some with radical
views on homosexuality, abortion and politics, could cause
another "Tiananmen Square"
Incident, where students demonduring
Mikhail
strated
Gorbachev’s visit in 1989.
Olivia Nunez, A.S. Intercultural Affairs, believes the government’s action will not undermine the conference, but will
reinforce the reason why
women need to join together.
"The government is only
showing that male superiority

still affects women around the
world," Nunez said. "It’s a reality women have to face. I think
they (Gomez and Bock) should
still go. The government is just
scared of women standing up
for their rights."
Chinese officials plan to isolate nongovernmental participants to Huairou, a village an
hour from the center of Beijing.
The government has also proposed to spread half of the delegates in 140 hotels, schools and
recreation halls throughout the
Beijing area.
Instead of holding the conference at Beijing’s Workers’
Stadium, delegates may have to
See Beijing, page 6
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SJSU Jazz Dance Ensemble
performs ’Women on Broadway’
By Blair Whitney

66

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The curtains rise Wednesday afternoon on a dozen new
performances for the campus
community.
The San Jose State University Jazz Dance Ensemble will
be performing in "Women on
Broadway," which opens at 1
p.m. in the Hal Todd Theatre
In Hugh Gillis Hall, room 103.
"We all dance, sing and act
In this production," said
Christine Vizcarra, a dance
junior and ensemble member.

We explore the
concept of women
on broadway in
each decade.
Olivia Mendoza
&awe ensemble member

"It’s musical theater."
The 10-member ensemble,
made up of SJSU students and
directed by faculty member

Joan Walton, will present a
review of Broadway show
pieces from the 1910s to the
1990s.
"We explore the concept
of women on Broadway in
each decade," said Olivia
Mendoza, a dance junior and
ensemble member.
The first act features a variety of pieces ranging from a
jazz dance piece to a Latin
number.
"We have an a cappella
piece, which is a rhythmic
See Dance, page 6
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Writer’s Forum

Free speech can be dangerous
It seems speech is almost as
deadly as a gun these days. After
the bombing of the Federal
Building in Oklahoma City in April,
President Bill Clinton blamed radio
talk hosts’ radical speech for the
surge of violence sweeping the
country.
"We hear so many loud and
angry voices in America today
Linda
whose goal seems to try to keep
people as paranoid as possible,"
Clinton said during a speech in Minneapolis.
"They spread hate. They leave the impression by
their very words that violence is acceptable."
The Oklahoma bombing was tragic, but
Clinton’s reaction seemed almost as bad. Clinton
should have cautioned America about listeners.
Radio hosts do not instigate hatred. It’s the listeners who put their own biases into the radio
hosts’ messages.
When shock jock Howard Stern called the man
who randomly shot and killed passengers on a
Long Island railroad an animal, a listener complained that Stern was racist and only called the
man an animal because he was black.
During this semester, I wrote an article about
how neighbors don’t seem to communicate with
one another except in the courtroom. A reader
accused me of saying the court system was
uncivil.
But the attack on speech is nothing new. Fear

has caused Americans to restrict
certain voices more than once.
During World War I the government tried to ban socialists
from speaking in what became
known as free speech wars.
Because the socialists had views
different from the Republican
capitalists, they were considered
unpatriotic and Californians
Taaffe
passed the Criminal Syndicalism
act to limit their right to sing,
preach and distribute propaganda.
While some radical socialists wanted to
improve society by eradicating the social classes, others merely wanted an eight-hour work
day. Public fear allowed the government to
silence them. The newspapers blatantly referred
to the socialists as "Reds," "anarchists" and
"slackers" (those who avoided the draft).
Socialist speakers were arrested, doused with
fire hoses, beaten and even killed by "pacifists"
who didn’t like their speech.
No doubt, some readers will misinterpret what
I am saying and send me angry letters. My message is: Listeners beware.
Linda Taaffe is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer

A.S. president does not listen to students
ward to seeing your organization at our meeting". It would
have been nice to see her there,
too.
How is it possible for her to
be a representative of the students at SJSU when she does not
listen to what the students
want? Over 150 letters have
been signed by San Jose State
University students calling her
actions irresponsible and asking
her to rethink those actions.
These letters were collected by
the Environmental Resource
Center before her veto on
Wednesday.
The A.S. Board, including
Andrea Wagner, was made
aware of the need to address the
Smith vs. Regents case a year
ago. Now the budget is due and
she chooses to make it an issue.
We do not believe that the students should suffer for the A.S.
Board’s lack of planning,
The funds that were cut go to
valuable organizations that
increase the diversity at this
university.
Without
the
Environmental Resource Center,
the Women’s Resource Center,
the BSU, and the many other cultural, ethnic and minority

groups that received cuts in
funding, who will carry on the
important dialogue of these vital
issues and ideas?
A university is about the dissemination of sometimes controversial ideas. It also means
sifting these ideas through your
own mind and forming your own
opinions.
SJSU represents an education
for a diverse group of people.
We would like to know if Andrea
Wagner is truly a representative
of this diverse student population?
If you are as interested in the
answer to this question as we
are, please join your fellow students at the next A.S. meeting on
Wednesday, May 10, 1995 at 3:00
p.m. in the A.S. Council
Chambers on the 3rd floor of the
Student Union.
If she doesn’t know how we
feel, how can she represent us?
Jennifer Cole
Senior
Sociology
Tinna Morlatt
Senior
Environmental Studies

Letter to the Editor

Political correctness helps open discussion
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to
Larry
Chilton’s
Campus
Viewpoint "Politically correct
Infringe freedom of speech"
(April 25). Mr. Chilton wrote
that the "politically correct left"
are only trying to sanitize language and he feels that college
campuses are not the place to
teach these ideas.
I must say that I do not completely agree with him. I think
college is the perfect place in
which to do so.
People are still entitled to
their own thoughts and feelings
and, as far as I know, no one is
stopping them. As far as I know
people are not afraid of voicing
their opinions.
The only thing that is being
done is that we are being taught
new words that are not offensive to others. In this way we

can have discussions without
unwanted tension between the
opposing parties.
Regarding
gender-neutral
words, as a woman I can tell you
that I do find them offensive.
Words such as policeman, chairman, and
fireman evoke
thoughts of men only. Yet many
women are in these professions.
I once heard a little boy tell a
girl that she could not be a fireman because she was not a man.
So, just because people have
been using and accepting these
words for a long time it does not
mean they are still adequate or
should still be used.
One thing that I do agree
with is that by using a phrase
such as "physically challenged"
one is automatically lumping all
types of persons together.
Although I do think that this
phrase is a lot better than the
word handicapped, which Is

what was always used before.
And to my knowledge, many
people do not consider their differences to be handicaps.
Finally, I must point out that
I do not think that colleges are
trying to "provide students with
a
sanitized
environment."
Nobody Is trying to censor anyone’s opinions. The only thing
that is being changed is the
wording.
Mr. Chilton stated that college Is a learning experience and
1 think learning about political
correctness should be a part of
that experience. We are here to
open our minds to new Information and ideas, and that is exactly what we are doing.
Sylvia Rodriguez
Senior
Psychology

Attention Artists
The Spartan Daily is actively recruiting San Jose
State artists interested in drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have good drawing skills,
keep up with current events and have a strong
position on issues.

Editor

BSU protest denied others their rights
Dear Editor,

Campus Viewpoint
On Wednesday, May 2, 1995,
the AS. Board of Directors reinstated the original budget by a
unanimous vote. The gallery
was full of spectators who waited while the A.S. Board debated.
The emergency meeting had
been called to address student
concern over severe budget
cuts initiated by the Smith vs.
Regents case. After the emergency meeting was over, and the
budget was back to normal, the
A.S. Board took a five minute
break before starting the regularly scheduled A.S. meeting.
You may be asking yourselves why all of this is significant. Well, we will tell you.
Andrea Wagner, the A.S.
President, vetoed the Board’s
actions to redress student concerns and fund several groups.
We want to know how she
could have done this when she
did not attend the emergency
meeting and stepped out during
the regularly scheduled A.S.
meeting.
On April 27 she sent out a
memo to all A.S. sponsored programs inviting them to attend
the meeting. The last sentence
of the memo read "I look for-

Letter to the

If you are interested in becoming a Spartan Daily
political cartoonist, submit your cartoons at the
Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bentel Hall, room
209. Submissions should Include the artist’s
name, address and phone number.
The cartoons will be reviewed by Spartan Daily

......

In response to the several letters
responding
to
my
letter/reaction to the protest
made at the April 13 town meeting by the Black Student Union, I
hoped students would understand that my use of the words
"enslaved," "freedom," and "segregation" were sarcastic and
cynical.
I choose these words in an
effort to help those who participated in or encouraged the
BSU’s methods of communication to realize the protest put
other students attending the
town meeting in the same circumstance the BSU was protesting the inability to effectively
voice one’s complaints, opinions, requests, etc. and gain the
desired results.
The town meeting was a
place for students to speak. It
was not a cafe where non-whites
were refused service; it was not
a bus that required non-whites
to sit in the back. Nothing was
preventing BSU members at the
town meeting from speaking to
President Caret except the

protesters. The protesters did
not even let Caret respond to
the protest.
The protest literally restricted and denied the rights of
other students in attendance.
Several
concerns
have
emerged from this protest: Does
the BSU consider all nonAfrican-American
students
adversaries of the BSU? Does
the BSU consider all white students adversaries of the BSU?
Are the needs of the BSU greater
than the needs of all other students? Can the BSU share a
forum with others in which all
may have the chance to speak?
How can it be that the
actions of the protesters at the
town meeting represent and
encourage equality? Can the students who didn’t get to voice
their own problems to President
Caret and those who did not
participate in the disruptive
protest be expected to be sympathetic to a group who could
not share this rare opportunity?
To those who participated in
or support the BSU’s protest,
have you ever tried writing a letter to Caret himself? He has

Opinion page
policies
"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
John Stuart Mill,
"On Liberty" (1850)
The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word
response to an issue or point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJSU.

answered two letters I have written to him. Maybe he will
respond to yours.
In my April 14 letter I never
claimed that African-American
students are unintelligent or
selfish. I said that their protest
was selfish and unintelligent
communication.
I do not support racial segregation. I was suggesting a segregation of town meeting topics.
(Look segregation up in a dictionary, it does not apply only to
racial separations.) These are
your ideas, your prejudices, not
mine.
The students on this campus
have racially segregated themselves. You can see it in front of
the Student Union and in the
directory of recognized student
groups. My desire is to have students truly become an associated student body and work
together to solve our problems.
There are over 20,000 of us, just
imagine the great goals we could
achieve.
Terence Curtis
Art
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2nd Oklahoma bomber eludes
largest manhunt in U.S. history

Sparta Guide

’You can run and you can hide, but you can’t run and hide
forever,’ says Boston police Lt. Timothy Murray

SJSU’s Weekly Calendar

Tuesday
Cornerstone Evangelical
Baptist Church

Asian American Christian
Fellowship

Innerview, Chinese Television
Programming 10a.m. Channel
38. Call 415-587-7242.

Guest Speaker: Victor Quan
7:30p.m.
Student
Union,
Almaden Room. Call 279-5790.

Delta Sigma Theta
May Week (Panel Discussion

Clube Lusitania

"Affirmative Action") 7p.m.
Student Union, Multi-Cultural
Room. Call 258-5437.

Excel Communications

Table Display & Information
presented by Excel Representatives 2p.m.-5p.m. In front of
Student Union. Call 294-2261.

PEP (Prevention Education
Program) Center
Jeep/Eagle Collegiate Health &
Fitness Tour 10a.m.4p.m.
Tower Lawn. Call 924-5945.

School of Art & Design

Student Galleries Art Exhibits
10a.m.-4p.m. Art & Industrial
Studies Bldgs. Call 924-4330.

Elections 1 2ruxm Student
Union, Montalvo Room. Call
929-4413,

Golden Key National Honor
Society

General
Meeting/Election
4::30p.m.
Student
Union,
Almaden Room. Call 924-3508.

Human Resource Management Assoc.
Last General Meeting 4:30p.m.
Student Union, Costanoan
Room. Call 275-0148.

Improvised Music Studies

Mariachi Workshop 7-9:30p.m.
Music Bldg., Rm. 186. Call
293-3152.

KSJS 90.5 FM

Staff Meeting 5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis
Hall, Rm. 118. Call 924-4561.

Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Spnng Cleaning Book - Sale 50%
off, 10a.m.-4p.m. Wahlquist
Library North and Clark Lobby
Call 9242705.

Markham Hall

Debate and Open Forum:
Contract With America 8p.m.
Markham Hall. Call 924-8217.

Pep (Prevention Education
Program) Center

Jeep/Eagle Collegiate Health &
Fitness Tour 10a.m.4p.m. Tower
Lawn. Call 924,5945.

School of Art & Design
Student Galleries Art Exhibits
10a.m.4p.m. Art & Industrial
Studies Blgs, and Student
Galleries Art Receptions 6-8p.m.
Art & Industrial Studies Bldgs.
Call 9244330.

Sparta Guide is free., and available to students, faculty & staff associations Deadline is 5pm two days before publication
at DBH 209 Entries may be edited to allow for space restrictions.

Forms available

Modesto police crack down
on ’American Graffiti’ cruisers
MODESTO (AP) The timelot and mobile singles bar.
honored practice of cruising
"You come here to have fun,"
has returned to downtown said Chan Meas of Ceres. "To
Modesto,
the
original meet girls, you know. You get
"American Graffiti" site, despite their numbers and you hook up
police efforts to stop it.
on the weekends."
While the term cruising
But police say the increased
evokes the innocence of the crowds of cruisers have
1950s and 1960s era depicted in brought a few shootings, severthe movie, authorities and al reports of guns being fired
downtown business owners and numerous cases of vandaldon’t see it as good clean fun.
ism. Some downtown mer"It’s been a continual prob- chants have complained of cuslem," said Kelly Huston, tomers being harassed and
Modesto police spokesman. property littered with broken
"But in the last five or six weeks bottles.
we’ve seen a dramatic increase
On Friday night alone, police
in the number of (local) cruisers reported 123 moving violations,
and out-of-towners cruising and 16 parking tickets, 46 loitering
congregating."
violations and 78 arrests 55
Cruisers say they’re doing for curfew violations, four for
nothing wrong, just doing what felonies and 19 for other misdecomes naturally.
meanor violations.
"As long as there are nice cars
"We’ve just started getting
coming
downtown
and pretty girls, it’s not gonna people
again," said Nancy Young, execstop," said Mike Cesar, 19.
The cars and music may have utive director of the Downtown
changed since the 1960s, but Improvement District. "We don’t
the weekend scene on down- want to scare them away."
Those concerns prompted city
town streets is similar.
From the open windows of officials and police to order a
cars blares the deep bass of hip- crackdown on downtown cruishop blended with the spicy ing Friday night. By 11 p.m. trafrhythms of traditional Mexican fic crawled down J Street and
backed up on lower McHenry
music.
Boys and girls lean out and Avenue. The din from the music,
howl at each other in a tradi- the horns and the yelling echoed
tional youth mating ritual. off the downtown buildings.
Police pulled out orange trafHorns honk. Lowriders and
overloaded
cars
bounce. fic cones and set up a cruising
checkpoint a half hour later,
Engines overheat.
As word spread that cruising stopping each car as it headed
was back In style in Modesto, into downtown on J Street. They
kids from as far away as the San checked each driver’s license,
Francisco Bay Area flocked to recorded the vehicle’s license
the downtown In cars ranging number and scanned the inside
from VWs to BMWs, turning the of each vehicle for weapons,
street into a combined parking drugs or alcohol.

Violators were arrested on
the spot. Anyone under 18 was
taken to the city’s curfew center
for breaking the 11 p.m. curfew.
"Are you enjoying the cruise?"
an officer asked one young
woman driver. She nodded and
handed him her driver’s license.
"Well, the thing is, cruising is
illegal in Modesto," he said, giving her a brochure explaining
the anti-cruising law and warning she could be cited.
Each check took at least five
minutes, and traffic backed up
at least a half mile on McHenry.
But the checkpoint succeeded
in breaking up the cruise for
Friday night.
Most cruisers took the crackdown in stride, waiting patiently
in the long line for police to
check their ID’s and jot down
their license plates. But many
wondered why police want to
shut down their fun.
"Cruising is a good thing,"
said Erin Schmall, 20,
of
Modesto. "We aren’t causing
any crime of violence.’

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)
John Doe 2, the shadowy figure
sought in the Oklahoma City
bombing, has a lot going for him
as he tries to elude authorities.
He’s hiding in a vast and open
nation, possibly sheltered by
friends. He can create a new
identity with a little research
and a few dollars. He can stay in
a rural safehouse or fade into a
noisy urban background.
Radicals from the anti-war
movement, such as Abbie
Hoffman and Katherine Ann
Power, used such tricks to avoid
capture for years; many hid in
plain sight before finally surrendering.
But the search for Doe is not
hopeless.
Arrayed against him are dedicated investigators, computerized bloodhounds, paper trails,
experience and instinct all
committed to one of the largest
manhunts in U.S. history.
It’s a chase where the smallest detail can yield results.
"You can run and you can
hide, but you can’t run and hide
forever," said Boston police Lt.
Timothy Murray, a fugitive
hunter who caught the suspect
in an 18-year-old murder with
only a nickname and a photo to
go on.
The search for two men who
rented the Ryder truck used in
the Oklahoma City bombing
began the day after the attack
when the FBI circulated sketches of the pair.
John Doe 1, Timothy McVeigh,
was in custody the next day
the result of blind luck. He was
stopped, before the sketches
had been released, for driving a
car with no license plates.
But John Doe 2, a swarthy,
square-jawed man, remains at
large despite a dragnet that
pulled in lookalikes. The most
dramatic false alarm came
Tuesday in an armed raid on a
Carthage, Mo., motel. Two men
were released 18 hours later.
Attorney General Janet Reno
denied the FBI is stymied on
John Doe 2. "The bureau has a
large number of leads and is
pursuing each lead," she said
Wednesday.
The FBI had leads two
decades ago when it scoured

the country for anti-war radicals. Few paid off:
Abbie Hoffman, prosecuted
for protests at the 1968
Democratic
convention
in
Chicago, spent six years as a
fugitive from drug charges. He
changed his name, had plastic
surgery then became an environmental activist, appearing
on television and testifying to a
Senate panel before surrendering in 1980.
Silas Trim Bissell was a
founding member of the
Weather Underground charged
with trying to bomb a University
of Washington ROTC building.
He was arrested in Eugene, Ore.,
where he spent many of his 17
years in hiding as a physical
therapist and free-lance artist.
Jeffrey David
Powell, a
Weather Underground member
charged with clubbing a
Chicago policeman in 1970, surrendered just last year. He
worked as a lobbyist for childadvocacy groups in Illinois and
Colorado.
"It was very difficult to track
them," said Bob Gaffney, a
former FBI agent who served
on a Weather Underground
fugitive squad. "They moved
within a community of dedicated people who went to great
lengths to shelter them. It
is hard to penetrate those
organizations
because
of
their strong commitment."
False identities are easy to
establish. The birth certificate
of a child who died years ago
can be used to get a Social
Security
number,
driver’s
license and other identification.
Movement in this country is
unhindered. Suspected Japanese
terrorist Yu Kikumura used a
false passport to travel across
10 states in 1986. He bought
parts for three powerful bombs
and cased a New York city target

before he was arrested by
chance on the New Jersey
Turnpike
"It’s easy to get lost in this
country," said Robert Louden,
the director of John Jay
College’s criminal justice center
who hunted fugitives as a New
York detective. "Some people
can hide in plain sight."
But today’s manhunters are
better armed. Computers can
sniff through thousands of driver’s licenses, telephone records
and fingerprints for connections.
Such tools were used to revive
the
search
for
Power,
an anti-war radical sought for
23 years as an accessory in
the murder of a Boston policeman during a 1970 bank robbery.
Power crisscrossed the country, settling near Corvallis, Ore.
She worked as a chef named
Alice Metzinger, a name taken
from the death record of a New
Jersey infant. Power surrendered in 1993, saying she wanted to clear her conscious.
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Council Travel
394 University Aye, Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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How To Handle The
Crowd At Graduation.

Located just 6 miles from the San Jose State University, the Econo Lodge 1,
toady to make that big day a special one. We offer great rooms with great rate,’
Our complimentary continental breakfast and outdoor heated pool are al,
ivailable for an even more enjoyable visit. And remember. all Sin’ students
and their families are eligible for special discounts on reservations when
presenting a !OM. student ID.

Ask for Special
San Jose State Rate $
Fri. & Sat.
Includes complete butte! breaKtast

Discover what’s new at the Radisson.
Rediscover the superior service we are known for.
1085 El Camino Real
iToRadisson. Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 247-0800

Call 408-241-3010

or toll -free 800-334-3928 CA or 800-334-39S’ I\
ECONO LODGE
SILICON VALLEY SUITES
2930 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 951151

This offer is based on available occupancy, cannot be combined with any Offer
promotional discount and expires 12/31/95
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OPEN HOUSE
at the Graduate School of
Professional Psychology
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interact ive

to the needs of adult,.

May 12, 6:30 - 9 pm

Master of Arts
in Clinical Psycholog,r
Specializations and Certificate

Programs

For further information call 408/379-9840.
’The program meets the educational requirements for the California Marriage Family and Chrld Counselor IMFCCI license
John F. Kennedy University is accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges

Oakrldge Mall 224-5900
10 minutes from campus on light rail. Free with your campus commuter Gird
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$379’
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Start the summer with a hot new look!
x Personalized Hair Design
x Permanent Waves & Specialty Perms
x Special Occasion Updo’s & Braiding
x Scalp & Thinning Hair Treatments
Highlighting & Weaves
X Chemical Relaxers
x Corrective Coloring
x Manicures
x Make-up
x Colors
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Allegation out on Miami
hiding drug-test results
CORAL GABLES, Fla. (AP)
The University of Miami’s drugtesting policy fell into disarray
under athletic director Paul
Dee, which allowed former
coach Dennis Erickson to withhold players’ positive results, a
published report says.
Dee admitted knowing of one
case in which he wasn’t notified
of positive drug-test results, the
Sun-Sentinel of Fort Lauderdale
reported Sunday.
"Based on the information
available, I believe that Coach
Erickson was responsible for
sending the results to me," Dee
said.

COMEDY
TRAFFIC
SCHOOL
$20 Classes
with this ad
Fun and upbeat
No test or written work
Videos & Movies
DMV Certificate
(408) 248-6811 (510) 748-0126
(415) 255-8886

Two university sources said
the case came before the 1995
Orange Bowl game, the SunSentinel reported.
An investigation that included
interviews with more than a
dozen former and current university drug-policy officials
found that a drug program once
considered among the nation’s
finest has crumbled since Dee
became athletic director in
1993, the newspaper said.
By the end of last season,
"the whole drug program had
fallen apart," said Dr. John
Uribe, football team physician.
Added Doug Johnson, the
NCAA compliance officer at
Miami in 1987-93: "With the success growing and national pressures mounting, my feeling is
the University of Miami became
willing to do whatever it took to
stay a contender to keep getting
the Nike contracts and the bowl
bids."
Among the Sun-Sentinel’s
findings:
Under Dee, disciplinary
measures were softened in the
drug policy and key safeguarding provisions disappeared. His
predecessors as athletic director, Sam Jankovich and Dave
See ERICKSON, page 5
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VCR
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Arena Hotel
817 THE ALAMEDA, SAN JOSE

(408) 294-6500
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Local talent flavors SaberCats’ 1st
football game at San Jose Arena
By Jim Seimas
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

Poom + Tax
$65
One or two persons
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Alvin Ashley catches a 21 -yard touchdown pass from Albany Firebirds quarterback Mark Friday to put the Firebirds up 24-3 in the second
quarter of an exhibition game against the San Jose SaberCats. The Firebirds won the Arena Football League game, 48-21.

STEVENS CREEK BLVD.. SAN JOSE
(408) 293-5000
Free Parking

lifer not good ttith any other pronoton.
rrrrr Iruo. apply.

There was more glamour and
glitter than the 12,880 fans knew
what to do with as the city of
San Jose got its first taste of
arena football Thursday night.
The San Jose SaberCats, one
of five expansion teams for the
Arena Football League this season, suffered a 48-21 exhibition
loss to the Albany Firebirds.
Despite the defeat, spectators
were treated like kids in a candy

A good education
really pays off
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(In fact, we have your first 50 bucks.)
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head during the game trying to
put a spark in his defense and
the crowd.
Jerry Rice, Cox’s friend and
wide receiver for the 49ers, got
a kick out of it. He yelled words
of encouragement from the sidelines.
"I just wanted to play a good
game. I haven’t played in a
while, Cox said. "I had to get my
groove back on."
Despite Shell pointing out
that players have to play both
offense and defense, Cox simplified the differences.
"It’s not different. You run
with the ball, catch the ball, and
hit people with the ball."
Capacity for arena football at
San Jose Arena is 16,929.

Lee Saltz, quarterback for the San Jose SaberCats, is sacked by
Jerome Rinehart of the Albany Firebirds.

Phone

mail to E your current address or E your permanent address.

( Air and mail to Korean Air SKYPASS,

store.
Known as "The 50-yard indoor
war," there was plenty of smashmouth in-your-face football.
Some of those plays were made
by several players returning to
San Jose, to play near their former college, San Jose State.
Former Spartans Greg Cox,
Ward Farris, Tom Petithomme
and Doug Spikes suited up with
the SaberCats and Mike Perez
for the Firebirds.
"That’s why I tried out to play
in San Jose and for my little
boy," Cox said.
Perez was warmly welcome
by the fans, the only Firebird to
be greeted with appreciation.
Between the Spartans’ homecoming of sorts, fireworks show,
free footballs for fans that went
into the stands and the friendly
smiles of the SaberKittens (San
Jose’s cheerleaders), the loss
appeared to be overshadowed.
The SaberCats also had the
appeal of Cox and Darryl
Pollard, former San Francisco
49ers.
The Firebirds put the game
out of reach early and jumped
out to a 24-4 lead, thanks to
Perez.
"I’m just playing like it’s my
last year," Perez said.
He completed 2-of-4 passes
for 63 yards, leading the
Firebirds to touchdowns in his
only two series he was quarter-

back.
"We didn’t look like we knew
what we were doing," said
SaberCats Coach Todd Shell.
"(Cox and Pollard) are quality
players, but it’s a different
game."
Shell mentioned differences of
having to play different positions they were normally accustomed to and playing both
offense and defense.
While Pollard had no receptions, but had a team-high five
tackles. Petithomme caught two
passes for 32 yards and had two
tackles. Cox also had two tackles. Spikes kicked a 39-yard field
goal to give the SaberCats their
first points at San Jose Arena.
Cox, upset with his performance, continually smacked his

Wil,,Inrc Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 40057

08er, pold Ina, April 15 June I<
toupon goitti fur travd bower,
April 1, mid December IS, Mg
\ 88-tor8lerabk Rh rotriction5

v.77.77-= cwzrwor
THE PEP CENTER WISHES YOU A
HAPPY GRADUATION AND RELAXING SUMMER BREAK!!

Education has its rewards. And here’s proof Students can get coupons good for $50
off economy class or $100 off business/first class tickets on Korean Ail-Just fill out the

’IP1AY1121

SKY PASS frequent flyer application above and mail. (Yes, current members are eligible
for the discount. Just reapply.) Once you redeem a coupon and travel on Korean Air,
be sure to

save

sour tickets or boarding passes. Why? You can use them in upcoming Fall

promotions for great stuff, like notebook PCs and Korean Air tickets. Amazing, isn’t it?
Your education is already helping you go places.
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Admin. Building, Room 222A 924-5945
Prevention services for alcohol and other drugs; and date and acquaintance rape.
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Pitt keeps promise while breaking SJSU records
By Blair Whitney
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

Thirteen years after Eric Pitt
began playing baseball, he now
ends a record-setting collegiate
career for San Jose State
Tuesday, with the final season
game against St. Mary’s.
Pitt is SJSU’s career leader in
at -bats, hits, RBIs, and doubles
in a season and career.
"My mom asked me what I
wanted to do when I grew up,
and I said I wanted to play baseball," Pitt said.
"She said that was fine, as
long as I went to college first."
Going to college, however,
was no certainty for Pitt.
"My father retired when I was
still in high school, and so they
couldn’t afford to send me to
school," Pitt said.
Getting into SJSU with a baseball scholorship made it possible for Pitt to keep his promise
to his mother.
"My parent’s have always
been very supportive of me,"
Pitt said. "They both go to
every single home game I play,
and a lot of away games too."
Pitt has been pursuing a business degree while play intercollegiate baseball.
"It’s not bad being a student athlete," Pitt said. You just
need good time management,

Erickson: Investigation of hidden drug-tests
Maggard, considered the safeguards vital to the policy’s
integrity.
Erickson moved directly
into the chain of command for
handling positive test results,
contrary to longstanding policy.
changes
Drug -policy
helped All-America defensive
tackle Warren Sapp avoid at
least two suspensions that
could have ended his collegiate
career. Sapp tested positive for
marijuana four times, the final
one coming before the Orange
Bowl, university records show.
Questions about Miami’s drug
policy and Sapp’s test results
surfaced publicly last month.
Once considered a sure top-five
draft pick, Sapp fell to the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers with the
12th selection April 22.
The university is investigating
Erickson’s drug-policy actions
and has asked independent testing laboratories to provide
every player’s drug-testing
records during the past five
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years.
Failure by the school to follow its drug policy could be an
NCAA violation. School drug
policies are voluntary under
NCAA rules. However, the NCAA
requires that if a school has a
drug policy, it must be followed.
University president Edward
Foote has ordered that the
drug-testing
program
be
reviewed for its effectiveness,
concept and implementation.
"There are certain public allegations which cause me concern," Foote said.
Foote has appointed Dee to
lead the school’s investigation,
and Dee has informed the NCAA

and you can get by.
Pitt had a low point two years
ago when an injury ended his
season early.
"I had a knee blow-out, and
missed the last seven games of
the season," Pitt said.
Pitt went through re-constructive surgery on his knee, and
spent the entire summer in
rehabilitation.
"I was supposed to red -shirt
the next season, but I worked
hard at re-habilitation to get my
flexibility and knee strength
back," he said. "The doctors
told me it would take a full year
to recover, but I did it in six and
a half months."
When team practice started

G aduation Special!!
May 25, 26, 27, 28.
ikotacu3

$68
Per Night.

PARK CENTER PLAZA

’*%)-

282 Almaden Blvd.
San Jose, 95113

(408) 998-0400
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San Jose State Spartan baseball player Eric Pitt ends his four-year career this season. Along the way, he
has managed to set several hitting records for the Spartans.

Continued from page 4

in mid-September, Pitt went out
with the team every day.
"I wanted to be with the
team," he said. "I was always
getting in trouble with the doctors or coaches because I kept
trying to go out and take some
swings with the rest of the team
at practices in the fall.
"The doctor’s didn’t want me
trying to exert myself until I had
fully recovered my strength, but
I knew I was ready."
Pitt ended up playing the full
season, and not sitting on the
sidelines as his doctor’s predicted he would.
After SJSU, Pitt said he wants
to play professional basebaIl. "I
want to play in the minor
leagues," Pitt said.
"That’s where most players
have to start before they have a
shot at the majors."

MARTINAIR t42.119

about drug policy concerns.
With Miami already conducting
internal investigations for Pell
Grant fraud and play-for-pay
allegations, questions increase
over institutional control.
In response to the latest disclosures, Dee released a statement Sunday saying an eightmonth
review
of
the
drug-testing policy has been
completed.
Erickson, who left Miami Jan.
12 to become coach of the
Seattle Seahawks, declined to
comment on questions regarding
Miami’s
drug
policy,
Seahawks vice president Gary
Wright said.

’ Fares to Amsterdam and beyond from Newark $249 each way, Denver $304 each
way; Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Orlando or Tampa $314 each way, Los Angeles, Oakland
Or Seattle $339 each way. All above fares based on roundtrip ticket purchase valid through 5/31
Excludes taxes/fees of 526 20 Seats limited, prices subject to change, and certain restrictions apply

1 -800-Martinair
Martinair Holland
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Dance
From page 1
challenge," Mendoza said.
"We get into character to
perform, so its not just
dancing. it’s about people,
too."
Ensemble members have
been
practicing
every
school day for several
months and receive academic credit from the dance
department.
"Not all of us are dance
majors," Vizcarra said.
"We’ve had theatre arts
majors, engineering majors,
and others who just loved
to dance.
"I started dancing when I
was 17," Mendoza said.
"Originally, I did it because
it kept me out of trouble,
but it has ended up helping
me to become a better student and want to go on to
college."
The ensemble members
enjoy seeing people appreciate their efforts. "Knowing
they’re laughing and smiling
something
of
because
you’re doing is a great feeling," Vizcarra said.
A whimsical piece in the
show is titled "Tabloid
Times."

"We’re all trying to convince a character that
tabloids are cool," said
MoIli Miyaji. dance senior
and ensemble member. "It’s
really a vaudeville, slapstick
piece."
"It’s an eclectic show,
with so many different kinds
of performances," said Joan
Walton, the ensemble’s
director. "There’s something
for everyone to enjoy."
The show opens Wednesday in SJSU’s Hal Todd
Theatre at I p.m. and will
continue through Saturday
with performances at 8 p.m.
Admission to the show is $5
for students and $7 for general admission.
From left: Izetta Fang, Ann
Myers, and Molt Miyaji practice ’Tappin’ the Time’ in
Washington Square Hall
room 106 on Wednesday for
the Women on Broadway
production. The production,
which is a part of the SJSU
Jazz Dance Ensemble, will
open on May 10 at 1:00 p.m.
in Hugh Gilts Hall’s Hal Todd
Theatre room 103.
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Arrest

Beijing

From page 1

From page 1
meet in the bleachers at a
school sports field with a
canopy over the grandstand.
Jane Boyd, acting coordinator of women’s studies at SJSU,
thinks the government is being
motivated less by fear than by
the timing of the event.
"The conference is taking
place during a time when
China is facing internal political maneuvering," she said.
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BOUND & GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS

Ey STEVE MOORE

Not now. Mikel For god’s sake, can’t you
stall it off tor one more inning’!"

You MEAN, LIKE
A comecirrog
OPEN:NCI UP ACROSS
’THE STREET r
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MIXED MEDIA BY JACK 011mAN

"The bad news is we losl Italy.
Spain and molt? at France the
good news is your mother in-law
is being held for ransom
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Tutor Advanced Reading & Study
Skills Course On Campus.
Teach Seideres To Dad. Study and Ilernember 100300% Faster wrth Higher Comprehension. Ideal
Business Opportunrty tow. During Sinners, and
Alm Graduation! Some Qualifionons.
Call Now IOU I-ROO-READ-MN
or 1400-277-1047

262 East Santa Clara St.
(Between 6th and 7th St. next to Lucky’s)
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Earn Up To
$500/Weeld
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Fried Noodles
Chow Fun

CAFE ANGST BY HOLLEY IRVINE

OFF THE LEASH

he was approached by the
shooter and several suspects.
While attempting to flee, Adame
was shot twice, and wounded in
the arm and thigh.
Lowe activated the CSU Critical Response Unit in the arrest.
This unit consists of CSU police
officers from other campuses.
"We respond to each other’s
campuses," Lowe said. "We had
20-some (CSU officers from other
locations) at the drop of a hat."
Neither the suspect nor the
victim is an SJSU student.
Lowe said he is not aware of
any other connection between
the SJSU campus and the shooting other than the concert.

"Having women, especially
Western women, in a large
concentration may not seem
like the greatest idea.
"Their (the Chinese government) decision to keep women
apart may create the opposite
effect and create a unifying
feeling among the women."
Bock said both she and
Gomez are aware of the
Chinese government’s plans,
but Bock had no comment.
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Ceremony of reconciliation marks 50th anniversary of WWII
LONDON (AP) - Leaders of
54 nations that fought on both
sides In World War II signed
olive leaves on Sunday in a ceremony of reconciliation marking
the 50th anniversary of the end
of the war in Europe.
In Germany, commemoration
of the Allied victory over the
Nazis was underscored by the

rumbles of right-wing extremism. A synagogue was set on fire
and neo-Nazi disturbances left
one youth dead.
But V-E Day ceremonies
across the continent brought a
mingling of joy, sorrow and
hope.
The ceremony in London
began with the soaring bugle

blasts of Aaron Copland’s
"Fanfare for the Common Man,"
written by the Jewish American
composer in 1942 as a rebuff to
Nazi racist ideology.
Prince Charles, appearing
with his estranged wife Princess
Diana for the first time since
Christmas,

watched

children

lead the politicians to flagpoles

in Hyde Park for the signing of
the olive leaves.
The children then entered a
model globe, which began to
revolve, releasing hundreds of
doves into the air.
The leaders included Vice
President Al Gore, Helmut Kohl,
chancellor of the now democratic Germany, and King Mswati III

of tiny

Swaziland - among the

B E A FRIEND!
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help Individuals
with mental Illness become
Independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
Gain practical experience for
psychology, social work. OT,
nursing or related fields.
Call Matte or Teresa at
408/526-1288 or 408/261-7777.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Exams and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)6553225.
ADOPTION: We’re a happily
married couple (preschool teacher/
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a
newborn baby. We will provide a
secure loving home, extended
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, tool We will
love this child with all our hearts.
If you are considering adoption
please call us, Amy/Ken at 1800-996-9474. Legal/Confidential.
OPEN ADOPTION gave my son
the very test start in life. I CHOSE
his parents & we care deeply
about each other. If you’re pregnant & not sure what to do, call
me, Mary, at nonprofit Center:
40898643343.

FOR SALE
N EW FUTONS!
Full Set: $119.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
choices, with 6 inch thick futon.
The lowest prices in the Bay Area.
Call 928-1981.
1640 Rem uda Ln. San Jose, CA.

AUTOS FOR SALE
84 MAZDA RX7, Red, moon roof.
101k. New tires. Great college/
summer car Good cord Fiji 2 drive.
$2900. oto. Jeff @ 408.971-3140.

COMPUTERS ETC,
FOR SALE
Powerful 100% UNIX Compatible
Operating System for your Desktop PC! Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featured UNIX with X-Windows.
TCP/IP, NIFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. Al) for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel: 408.727-3883.
Is :408727-3882.

$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900. M-F. 8-5pm.
AUTOMATION ASSISTANT
Venture Law Group is currently
seeking an indNidual with a computer
science degree or just completing
a computer science degree fix an
opening in our Automation Department. Reporting to the Automation Director this person will be
responsible for the development
and deployment of new computer
technologies, including World
Wide Web access. SQL database
design & programming, Visual
Basic programming, mobile communications, ISDN networking &
integrated telephone systems.
This person will also be responsible for managing and maintaining
a 100-user computer network that
must be operational 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week & 52 weeks per
year. Candidates must have a strong
orientation towards users.
The person selected for this
position will have an excellent
opportunity to become a part of a
uniquely created state-of-the art
corporate law firm which welcomes
growth & advancement within an
setting & fast-paced environment.
Please send resume & cover
letter in confidence to:
Venture Law Group
2800 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Attn: Director of Human Resources
No Phone Inquiries Please. EOE.
ROLLER HOCKEY OFFICIAL
needed: $6.00-$8.00/hr. No
experience necessary. Non-skating
OK. Sets 8:00-2:00. South Valley
YMCA. Call Jeff @ 226-9622.
AT OPPORTUNITY Sales/m)
Seeking health conscious
aggressive individual. Will train.
Potential income $3,000+/mo.
Call 408-236-2186.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Scenic New England, NY, PA
area camps seek counselors &
instructors for these activities:
Waterski, Sailing, Windsurfing,
WSI’s, Lifeguards, Tennis, Art.
Gymnastics, Theatre, Archery.
Woodshop. Ropes. Mtn. Bike,
Camping, Athletics & MORE!
Great Fun, Friends, & Memories.
Come East! Call 1-800-226-7489.
STOCK BROKERAGE
Customer service P/T, $6/hr.
Bus. major. Speak Vietnamese.
Thomas F. White & Co., Inc.
50 Airport Pkwy, S.I. CA 95110.
Fax 437-4932 attn: Mr. Nguyen.

EARN $10- $30. PER HR. NOW!
Will train to twist balloon animals,
hats, etc. for kids of all ages.
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL N.D. Must have trans., be responsible
Computer good H.D. needs and like people. Call Chris at
work. Includes some soft- (408) 998-8223.
ware. $200. obo. 924-3269.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
a childless couple become
family. Carry a child for an
EMPLOYMENT
infertile couple. Excellent
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED. compensation: $17,000 +
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting expenses. 800-308-7367.
applications Ix FALL ’95 semester.
DO YOU LIKE KIDS?
HOURS: 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
Nanny positions available,
DAYS: Monday through Friday.
Weekends, Weekdays.
Nights,
monthly.
Paid
PAY: $5.00/hour.
Call 255-6213.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
campus & recycle old newspapers
into the campus recycling bins. flex hours, for outgoing telephone
personality for National Ad Co.,
Cal. License & DMV printout is
near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905.
required, if hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente! Hall,
Room 203, now through MAY 26,
1995. For Info: call 924-3277or
924-3283.
$ DRIVERS
Excellent 2nd job
Takeout Taxi
Restaurant Food Delivery Service
Earn $9 to Ell/hr. Flex hrs.
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
San Jose or Cupertino Area
Cal 408369-9400.
SUBSTITUTES. Small World
Schools is hiring students to work
as substitute teachers in our 19
preschool and school -age day
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units
in Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education. This
Is a great posiiton for both male
or female students. MP can work
around most school schedules even if you are only available 1 or
2 afternoons a week. Call our
Corporate Office at 408.257-7320.
WANTED: TYPIST/OFF10E asst.
should type 60 wpm - computer.
Win. Word, taus, Excel Type etters.
reports, answer phones, send fax,
make copies. PT/semester. FT/
break, NWT Corp. 281-1100.
TEACHERS Many OpportunItlis
FT/FT positions for preschools &
school-age day care programs.
Great Job for male or female
students. Prefer 6.12 units in
Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education.
Advancement & growth, great
benefits for fulttlme. Many times
we cen vairk around your schedule.
Call Small World Schools
408-257-7320.

SUMMER JOBS & P/T WORK
Western Staff Services will be
at the Student Union on
Wednesdays from 9am-lpm.
Pruneyard: 371-7171
Sunnyvale: 245-4850
San Jose Metro: 452-1911.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money tot goods or servIces.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE;
P/T morning & afternoon shifts.
Must have own bike. Contact
Trevor 288-4103. Inner City Express.
22 W. St. John St. SanJose.

GATEWAY APTS. 148 E.
William St. 2 bdrm/2 bath. Security type building. Underground
parking. Close to SJSU. Free
basic cable. Game room w/ ping
pang & pool table. Laundry room.
Rent starting at $750./mo. 9470803. Noel or Rosalind Luna.
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Phone: 924-3277

The SPARTAN DAILY
RETAIL SALES- Seeking highly
makes no clan lor products or motivated, customer service
services arivertleed below not P oriented individual for FT/PT sales
the..-., gueraritee implied The & assist mgr. positions at Scale
classified columns of the Spartan & P.A. locations. Experience preDaly consist of aid advertising ferred but will train right person.
and Marto we not appeared or Competitive salary, benefits &
verified by the newspaper.
growth potential. Call Richard.
Futon Gallery, 408-748-8488.
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NQRMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Eves’ ,-_,Weekend appts. Avail.
Fax Modem/HP LaserPnnting
Resumes, Letters, Theses,
Spreadsheets. Copying, etc.
I CAN MEET YOUR TYRNG SEEDS
Low charge by page
Available anytime alter 1200pn
call (408) 238.5089.

NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? If
you’re looking to live on your own,
we have the perfect home for you!
Studios from $520, Jr. 1 Bdrms
from $595. Call Timberwood
Apartments at 4006784800.

of limousines.

FAX: 9243282

INSURANCE

TUTORING

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non.Goocl Drivers"
SPEC& DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

TUTORING
Chemistry, Biology. Math,
Software, Acctg.14C0554-8154.

TRAVEL

DO EUROPE
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
$289 ANYTIME!
If you’re a rale flexible, we can
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
help you beat the airline’s prices.
Turabian and other formats.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
with scheduled increases.
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
Resumes, editing, graphics
EAUTIFUL 9 BDRM. 4 BATH and other services available.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
AIRHITCH11 419-8349192
Victorian, right across from cam- Masterson’s Word Processing.
Full-time or Part-time
Airtiitchenetcom.com
CHEAP AUTO INSURANCE
540,000/YR. INCOME potential. pus, ready to lease to fraternity or Call Paul or Virginia 408.251,0449. Believe it or not, if you make this
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free: sorority. The backyard can be
call, you’ll be our customer today!
FULL TRAINING
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T-2236 used as parking. $2950 per mo. FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE! Specializing in cheap Auto.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Discount Airline Tickets
+ dep. Call Steve at 279-4548.
for listings.
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn Motorcycle and Boat Insurance
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
International / Domestic
Medical/Dental Insurance
around. Resumes, student papers, with a weakness for making our
Student Packages Available
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Mexico. Hawaii, Disney.
SUMMER JOBS. Hiring today. 5 2 BE)RM. APART/104T $750/MO. correspondence. Worked with SJSU customers happy. SR-22/SR-1P
Apply: Mon. -Fri. 8am 5pm,
part time positions available. Security type building
students for 15 years. Located 10 given on the same day if you
Call for Lowest Fares
minutes from campus. Reasonable have a DUI, Accident without
Vanguard Security Services
Everywhere, all the time.
Starting at $10/hour, up to Secure Parking
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
$250/week. Jobs filled 1st Close In
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!! Insurance or Suspended License.
Great American Traveler
Ajcb wel dole- always. Call Jane at TODAY IS YOUR LUCKY DAY!
Modem Building
Nem 101 at Sal Tornas Expressway. come 1st serve basis. Call
408-984-6607.
Perfect Paper, (408)937.0373.
Free Basic Cable service
408-249-8446 today!
Astoria Insurance Brokerage
Laundry Room
408-247-3734.
CLERICAL ASSISTANT PART/Rh.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
time. Purchasing, Customer service.
413.00 PER HOUR TO START!
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
SPORTS / THRILLS
Professional Word Processing!
(408) 295-6893.
Probe card manufacturer for IC test.
Sales Weekends & Evenings.
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Green Thumb Lawn Service
Excel, MSWord, 40 WPM req’d.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
HEALTH/BEAUTY
Start this Saturday.
Semi resume to: JEM America Corp.
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
There is nothing compared to
STATE HOUSE APTS
404.253-8818.
3000 LourelviewCt Remort 9453a
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
the exhilaration experienced by
508 So. 11th St.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
2 Bdrm/2 Bah - 5725-$775/mo. FP Laser IL All formats, specializing
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Unwanted hair removed forever.
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Freefail, Turbine Aircraft.
Specialist. Confidential.
ATTENTION
Security type building
grammatical editing. Free disc
Your own probe or disposable
Close to SJSU
OPPORTUNITIES
Greeks, athletes & other competitive
SSSU student owned & operated.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose
storage. Al! work guaranteed!
Free basic cable service
people do very well in our summer
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
ASIA
247-7486.
Worry free, dependable, aid prom pt
New management
EUROPE
sales program. The southwestern
1-410-634.7574.
Well maintained bldg.
servioe. To avoid deapooirtrnert, call
company is tookirg for 10 more had.
USA
MEXICO
now to reserve your time! Call HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
working students who want to make How can one opportunity be the Mgr. 408-295-5256.
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). Plus Say no more! Come to Mu Iticuts
$5,400 this summer & Win experience most explosive in all these
ENTERTAINMENT
SerieAddltIonal 10%Per Referral! Beauty Salon. We guarantee the
for their career. For more information: markets? Find out how you can
reap tremendous benefits. Call
Best Haircuts, Styles. Perms and
Call 297-5021
ENTERTAINMENT LINE
SHARED HOUSING
the Best Customer Service in town.
Now 800.398866524 hour msg.
Sports
SHARE 3 BR. 2 1/2 BA. HOUSE.
Finance / Stocks
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. &
DOES YOUR SUMMER= SUCK?
SERVICES
receive a discount on any service.
W/D, 2 car garage. Ref N/S female.
Horoscopes
Earn $5,700 for the summer &
RENTAL HOUSING No pets. $315./mo. 1/4 util. $250. WRITING ASSISTANCE any Multicuts is located inside The
Soap Operas
enhance your resume working
dep Call 224-6795 or 229-2665. subject. Why suffer and get poor Multicultural Center. 608 S 2nd St.,
for our 128 year.old company.
1-900-656-6000 ext 6735
grades when help is just a call corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome,
CLASSIC MEIXTERRANEAN 1 BR.
$2.99 per min. 18+ yrs.
Call 292-2034 for more details.
Apt, for lease. 553 South 6th St. LARGE ROOM, clean cpist itletorian away? Harvard Ph.D. (former or call now for appt. 297-7589. procall co. (602) 954-7420.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT! Clean, quiet, sober. 1 person: $575. So. 14th at San Antonio. N/S. college teacher) assists with Ask for Ana, a Professional Stylist
Earn thousands this summer in Tom 292-3239 or VM 492-8828. $325./mo + dee and share utilities. research & writing. Tutorial also for aoer 12 years. English/Spanish.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Call 297-5393
SCHOLARSHIPS
canneries, processors, etc.
Convenient Peninsula location.
NY% DISCOUNT!
Male/Female. Room/Board/ WALK TO SM. The Sande Apts.
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Permanent Cosmetics by Tns
Travel often provided! Guide. 460 So. 10th St. Carport and SHARE 4 BR HOUSE on Margaret. Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Snadowhawk Enterprises’ will
Guaranteed success! (919) laundry. 2/bdrm. - $675 mo. Walk to SJSU. Male or female Samples & references available.
find it for you. Recorded
Eye Uner - Ups - Eyebrows.
l/bdrm - $500. mo. Manager in student. 2 spaces, avail. on 6/1. Chinese & other langs. spoken.
929-4398 ext. A1070.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
Expires June 1st, 1995.
message gives details.
apt. 10 or call 293-9840.
Call 971-6871. Joanna or Lacee.
for free phone consultation:
408.3794500
510-490-2685 ext. 112.
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn
Hair Today Gone Tomas:re
Big $55 + Free world travel ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath ROOM FOR avir - memo. Dose (415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE for all
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
(Caribbean, Europe. Hawaii, etc). Rent starting at $710. a month. to SJSU. Pool, A.C., parking. Nice,
levels - regardless of grades or
Campbell, CA 95008.
RESUME PREPARATION by
Summer/Permanent, No exper. Free cable. Laundry room. clean apt. Call Jessie 279.1155.
income. 1-8034903597 dect 570.
St.
Call
member
of
Prof.
Assn.
Resume
nec. Guide. (919) 929-4398 ext. 9th & E. William
Tricia or Robert 971-0869.
SHARE LOVELY VICTORIAN HOME Writers. Reasonable rates.
C1070.
on No. 5th St. with 2 males. All Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
amenities, hot tub. $400. per mo. (408) 356-6782.
ROOM TO ROAMI
SUMMER WORK
Want to earn more this summer Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space Utilities included. Non-smoker.
MEN a WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
than most people do in a year? If in our huge 2 bedroom condos. Call 288-9444.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
you are friendly, fun, & motivated, Split Master Suites, W/D, A/C,
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
we can show you how. Call for & more. Woodland Meadow,
using chemicals. Let us permaREAL ESTATE
408-441-7600.
interview. (408)496-0719.
nently remove your unwanted hair.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up 2 BR/1 BA APT. 571 So. 7th at GOVT FORECLOSED homes from Back -Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin to $2,000+/month. World travel. Reed. Carport, cable, wash/dryer. 5%. Delinquent Tax, Repo’s, Tummy etc. Students & faculty
answers will appear in the next issue.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No $650/mo. Aral 6/1& 8/1 268-0439. REO’s. Your Area. Toll Free: receive 15% discount. First appt.
1-800-898-9778 ext. H-2236 1/2 price if made before June 1,
ACROSS
exp necessary. For info. call
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. for current listings.
t Marshal
1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60414.
Large 2 bdrm/2 be. Very clean.
Wyatt 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
5 Building
OWEINVI MORINO
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable.
MONEY MOTIVATED?
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
additions
Record breaking environmental Ample parking. Quiet with good WORD PROCESSING
VIGIUMOON 111301300
PREGNANT? & NO INSURANCE?
9 Garret
marketing co. seeks 5 self-driven neighbors. Walk or ride bike to
OLINCIIIINO CIONNUOM
14 Request
.
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE Call about California State Program:
individuals who want high income. school. Responsive management.
MORIONIBOOMM MON3C1
15 Carbon deposit
Access to Infants & Mothers.
We take advance deposits. *Term PapersLettersResumes
Training. (408) 496-0719.
NOM NOCI0 UMW
Keep
the
16
248-3188.
Lee
Oliva
ThesesTranscription
Call
288-9157.
$720 $770/mo.
00000 ONO BORON
(sheriffs job)
Other Services Available
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
17
Roman
road
Service,
AffordMOD 000
Full
RESUMES:
MOMM
Paper
or
Disk
Students Needed! Fishing WALK TO 818U - Clean & quiet &
18 Traveler
able, Quick Turnaround. Some
Reliable, Fast Professional
Industry. Earn up to $3,000- Ideal! 2 bdrm./1 ba. Parking, launCIONOMNID UNIBMOM34
Marcoconvenient
hours,
evening/Sat,
Call: Ti (408) 554-8154.
$6,000 per month. Room and dry. $685/mo. (408) 238-7777.
MAN WOO MWOM
19 Oust
meeting places, Call Alexandra,
Board! Transportation! Male or
WOOOM HON NMOON
20 Brewing
Female. No experience necessary. LESS THAN $300 FOR RENT WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. 408-2690822, noon -9pm.
MOOG] MIN
NOM
apparatus
Call (206) 545-4155 ext A60413. per person in an enormous 3 bdrm. West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
23 NY time
MOIZIN MIXIMIZINUOOMN
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
apt. (based cn 3 person occupancy). Term papers Group projects
24 Curve
0141011;INIMEI MIEICRIONO
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Within biking distance to SJSU Thesis Letters Applications
25 Soul -singer MCIMIUNN MMLINNIZIN
Student Discounts.
Resumes *Tape transcription, et
Work for environmental justice. or jump on Light Rail.
James
2336
El
Camino
Big-O-Tires,
IZ112101217 1111111014
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
for
Close
and
Quiet
positions
P/T evening
27 Scorn
Real, Santa Clara.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
Washer/Dryer Hookups
articulate and motivated per32 Checks the
x a vs
0 ,995 th,ded Fee. 5,,,ONNee
to4.
MonFri:
8
to
5:30.
Sat:
9
996-1686.
7
days.
SUZANNE,
sons with opportunity for Air Conditioning
books
conditioner
261-4430.
Ralph advancement, travel & benefits. Triple -wide closets
36 Legal document
deer
72
30 Pitcher
Male
HATE TO TYPEI
I
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition. Fitness Center
37 Greek god
Hershiser
73 Origin
If this got your attention, give your WRITING HELP. Professional
39 Pine gum
Billiards / Ping Pong
Call 288.7882, 1- 4pm. E.O.E.
31 Al no time
40 Prince Valiant’s
self a break. Let me do it for you! editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostBasketball / Tennis
33 Writer Asimov
DOWN
son
Resumes, term papers & theses. writing. Letters, reports, books,
Pools / Spa
EARN EXTRA MONEY!
34 Name
I
Hero’s
tale
For
41
Raise
etc.
APA format. $2.00 per double essays, theses, articles,
Indoor Raquetball Court
Demonstrate environmental
35 Golfer Sam 2 Singing voice
43 Dined
products everyone needs, every Large 2 x 2 also available. spaced page / 5.00 minimum. more info please call Dave Bolick,
Rational
38
lormation
Coral
3
44
Antr-slip
Prices won’t last.
Pick-up and Delivery - $2.00. 510401-9554. VISA/MASTERday. Training available. F/7, P/T.
41 Machine
4 Frozen dessert
substance
CARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
Cash only. Call Julie- 445-0707.
279-2300
To schedule interview call
designer
Exceptional
46
Talk
show
host
5
Summerwind Apts.
(408)255-5983.
42 Falling
6 Weaving
Jay 45 BC s neighbor
equipment
47 Party
47 Male geese
7
Actress
48 Supply (an
49 Yale grad
Albright
arrow) with
51
- -tzu ("Tao"
8
Feed
fuel
to
leathers
author)
9 Tiny hole
50 Put back
53 Rip-offs
10 Actor Ritter
52 Feels under
FOR NimoNAL / Acary RATES cau 408-924-3277
55 Reddish -brow
It Finish line
the weather
horse
marker
54 Tin - Alley
56 Arm bone
12 Sherbets
55 Massage
57
Tie up
Ancient
13
TV
Cable
58
here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
59 Weave
inhabitant
stahon
60 -- St Vincent
ol Britain
64 - branch
Millay
21 Speaker’s
peace token
61 Huron s
pauses
66 "The Egg-’
neighbor
into
22
Airport
67 Sea eagle
62 "- upon a
26 Fruit drink
68 Actress Potts
time’
27 Diminutive
69 SI Paul’s st
63 Lack
being
70 Pilaf ingredient
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28 Auto’ Flynn
29 Hair
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Two Three
One
Day
3 lines
4 linos
5 lines

$5
$6
$7
$11

DM*

$7
$A

$9
$10
6 lines
$1 for each additional line.

Days

$11
$10
$11
$12

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Dori
$13
$14
$15
$16

Please check

one classification:

Address

Zn code

CIty &Stale
Prone

Send check or money order to.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
University
After the filth day, rata ineeseses by $1 per day. far:Jose State
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge.
Upto 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each.
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall,
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines. $110

Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
cancelled
ads
on
No
refunds
IN All ads are prepaid
Rates for consecutive publications dates only

QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 91144277

available for these classifications.$5.00 for
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

Special student rates

/

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages’ _Shared Housing*
Real Estate
_Events.
_Announcements* _Ser/ices
_Lost and Found** _Health/Beauty
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers*
For Sale
_Insurance
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainmen:*
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Processing
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in

-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to

the campus community.
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PHOTO BY COREY RICH SPARTAN DAILY

Novelist and travel writer Paul Theroux spoke at San Jose State University Friday afternoon. The event
vas part of the 1994-95 Major Authors Series sponsored by SJSU Center for the Literary Arts.

Theroux
From page 1
good for my growth," Theroux
said. "I prefer to go to places I
know nothing about and wanted
to live my life without anyone
breathing down my neck or asking what I am doing.
"What are you doing, is the
most difficult question to
answer in life," he said. "The
answer is never what we are
doing, because what we say
we’re doing isn’t actually
what we’re doing. What we are
doing is worrying or thinking
about what we want to do, hoping something good will happen. So what people should
really be asking is, ’What are
you secretly thinking and what
do you want to do?’ And that’s
a question you don’t know how
to answer because you haven’t
got a clue."
When asked what advice
he would give an aspiring
writer, Theroux said it is important to go it alone, be in a
place where your process of

creativity won’t meet with negativity, and do things that will
dislodge something in your
imagination.
"You don’t know the contents
of your creativity," he said. "You
only know there is something
interesting there (in your mind)
that you want to express, but
don’t know what it is. It’s important to write many things," he
continued, "because you are
walking toward a conclusion
you are unaware of."
Theroux, who graduated from
the University of Massachusetts

and did his graduate work
at Syracuse University, was
born in Medford, Mass., on April
10, 1941. His novels feature
exotic locales he came to know
as a Peace Corps volunteer in
Africa and as an English teacher
in
Malawi,
Uganda
and
Singapore. Theroux has worked
exclusively as a writer since
1971.
His new book, "The Pillars of
Hercules," is a travel study
through the isles of the
Mediterranean and will be
released in September.

Writing Tutorial

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

Bring this completed form to the ring table
to enter the drawing

GiCip sinh vien lam bai
Including: application assistance, job interview
training, editing business & personal letters and more
Call today for your free phone consultation!

(415) 525-0505

WIN A
FREE RING
Name
Permanent Address
City
Permanent Phone #
Local Phone #

ABA C1-5

Zip

State

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS A DIVISION OF
SPARTAN SHOPS, INC., A NOT-FOR-PROFIT
CAMPUS BENEFIT CORPORATION. OUR BOARD
OF DIRECTORS CONSISTS OF THE A.S. PRESIDENT, 3 OTHER STUDENTS, 3 FACULTY
MEMBERS, AND 2 ADMINISTRATORS.
NOT
RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTWORK OR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. PLEASE HELP OUR ENVIRONMENT BY RECYCLING THIS NEWSPAPER.

tg". Entry Form

Customer Appreciation Sale!
ettention Graduates

this is your last chance to get academic
pricing on computer hardware, software
and accessories!

Selected Gift
Items
20% Off

See our Graduation Center for all your needs.
Announcements jf NCrpuji\ILI
Regalia
VA3
111

Don’t Forget Mother’s Day
May 14th!

41&\

Artists

20 % Off Selected Pens

All Art Pads
20!0 Off
All Paints
20 % Off
ll Brushes
20% Off

SJSU EmblematicCross Pens
ParkerWatermanYafaYasutomo

Every book

as magazines & te

All Clothing 20 % off
selected Watch
up to 30 % 0
TIMEX
CASIO

Inclucling T-shirts sweatpants, sweatshirts, hats jackets
boxers socks, shorts and clearance merchandise

Sweatshirts
from
regularly
$22 to $39
now only
$176 to $31"

20 ’3/0 Off

0 off Selected
Runners

A47,2111INER

TLC shirts

Sweatshirts from iminiaenit

regularly
$8" to $15"
now only
$719 to $1279

regularly
$20" to $48"

SPARTAN

now only

$16" to $3919

BOOKSTORE

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE IS A DIVISION OF SPARTAN SHOPS. INC.. A NOT -FOR-PROFIT CAMPUS BENEFIT CORPORATION. OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONSISTS OF THE A S PRESIDENT, 3 OTHER STUDENTS, 3 FACULTY MEMBERS, AND
2 ADMINISTRATORS, NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ARTWORK OR TYPOGRAHICAL ERRORS. SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH MAY 27 1995, UNLESS. SALE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND PLEASE HELP OUR ENVIRONMENT BY RECYCLING THIS NEWSPAPER
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